No gap between the mattresses
Fully upholstered surround
Separate headboards
Compatible with all side rails and accessories
All Icare Beds can be made for couples to sleep side by side with no gap between mattresses. You simply choose in 3 steps.

1. Choose which model each partner wants.
2. Choose the bed size (half queen, long single or king single)
3. Choose which side each partner will be sleeping on. This can be filled out on the Icare Partner Diagram form (see across page)

Note: Headboards are sold as a separate item and only can be sold to fit each side. You cannot get a one piece headboard for Partner bed configurations.

SIDE x SIDE SIZE CONFIGURATIONS:

Note: This makes a king size bed
**KEY FEATURES:**

- Centre rails are upholstered and recessed.
- Side x side configurations.
- Easy to move companion base.
- Separate headboards for each bed.
- Left or right side sleeping preferences.
- No gap between the mattresses.

**MODEL CONFIGURATIONS:**

- IC333
- IC333
- IC333
- IC100
- IC333
- IC111
- IC333
- IC111
- IC555
- IC555
- IC333
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